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Could sleeping with wet hair be ruining your locks?
Hop aboard the guilt-train. 
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Guilty, guilty, guilty. That’s all I have to say.

If I had a penny for every time I’ve gone to bed with wet hair, it’d be an understatement to
say I’d be a millionaire right now. Okay, no one’s given me pennies and ‘treating’ myself to
avo on toast twice a week doesn’t really scream rich. But basically, I don’t think I’ve ever
bothered to dry my hair before dozing off at night. I mean, who has the time and effort for
that?

Yeah, okay, I’m obviously doubling my chances of catching a cold (again), but on top of the
having a CBF attitude 24/7, I’ve always thought skipping the dryer would decrease my
chances of ending up with dry, brittle locks.

However little did I know I’ve been committing the number one haircare sin to date, and
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actually doing more harm than good, according to Paloma Garcia, owner and director of
PALOMA Salon. And guess what, most of you reading this are in trouble, too.

“Hair is 60 per cent weaker when it’s wet.”

What’s interesting though is that light-coloured hair is more prone to damage when it’s
wet.

“If you’re a blonde or have slightly more sensitised hair you may cause some damage on
the hair strands.

“Blonde hair is much weaker because the hair is compromised from bleaching. The
elasticity is lower and the hair is more porous.” Soz, blondes.

On the upside, dark or light hair, sleeping with wet hair isn’t doing any harm to your roots.

“The roots are where the hair is the healthiest so it shouldn’t have any impact at all.”

If you really want to avoid the hair dryer at all costs in fear it’ll make your strands drier,
there is an alternative.

“Opt for a Keratin treatment, Keratin is a protein and it’s what your hair is made of.

“Keratin treatments smooth and de-frizz the hair, but they also really improve the quality of
the hair, add shine, lustre and softness, and work perfectly if you are aiming for just wash
n’ wear hair.”

If you’re like me, and are now desperately searching for ways to repair all the damage I’ve
caused to my strands from sleeping with wet hair, there are precautionary steps you can
take.

“Silk pillow slips are great as they allow the hair to slip around, and it’s gentle on the hair
shaft. They also promote high shine and softness,” Paloma explains.

“You could also apply a hydrating serum before you go to bed – from the mid-lengths to
ends for even more added shine and softness.”

But whether you’re a haircare sinner like me, or the perfect goody two-shoes, there’s also
nothing worse than washing it under hot water.

“Lots of people are guilty of hot showers in winter.

“I recommend popping your hair in a shower cap, have your hot shower, but then turn it to
lukewarm at the end, take your cap off and then wash your hair.

“This avoids the heat of the water completely drying out your hair and scalp.”

Oh winter, from dry pasty skin, to ruining our luscious locks, you really are the death of us.

Our recommendations

Keratin treatment: PALOMA Salon, starting from $375
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Silk pillow: Slip Silk Pillowcases, starting from $85
TRENDING ON MYBODY+SOUL
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Hydrating leave-in treatment: La Biosthetique Beaute Conditioner Express , stocked at
Fuchs Hair
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Hair mask: Klorane Mask with Mango Butter, $24.95
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For more like this, this is how you can get a hair dye for $9, plus how you can save 4 lives
every time you get your hair coloured.

Know someone who would find this interesting? Share this article with them!
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